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Infinite Walk
Please Watch Prof. Manohar Khushalani’s video review of the
play and interview with the director –

Director: Saras Kumar
Text: Deeksha, Salim, Sneha, Suman, Saras, Yashaswini
Group: NSD Students’ Diploma Production, New Delhi
Language: Hindi
Duration: 45 mins

The Play
The play begins with the evolution of human beings, their
emotions and their relationship with the five elements, and
later  the  mechanization  overpowering  the  human  beings.  It
focuses on the life of mine-workers, their miserable living
conditions, and their fight for basic rights. It is the story
of Dana, his wife Aamti, and their friends. The mine-workers
are working in the mine without any safety equipment, masks,
or any support of an ambulance; in short at the cost of their
lives. The play also highlights the power game of the elite
over the working class, the continuous pressure from those
with power over the stagnant social and economic life of the
working-class, and finally a small volcanic step generated
from this pressure.

Director’s Note
As a student of Direction, my intent to do this play was to
find out the relationship between the logic and the emotions
in humans. I inferred that the two are parallel banks of the
same river. Working with the actors was the interesting part
of this production for me as a student of Direction, and as a
human  being.  It  was  very  hard  to  take  the  directorial
decisions.
The production is in three parts. Coal mining began with the
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purpose  and  need  of  energy  generation,  but  the  same  coal
verily became a cause of death. Illegal mining took the life
of many people and created medical conditions in the workers.
An ambulance can save a life, and a casualty can turn one into
a rebel.
The dead body of an exploited worker shows the brutal nature
of  this  society.  Data  on  the  internet  can  arouse  either
sympathy or anger. But a meaningful data transfer done on time
can save a life. Technology works on logic and human emotion
today is dependent on the logic being applied at the right
place and at the right time.

The Director
Saras Kumar graduated from the National school of Drama with
specialisation in Direction (2016-2019). He has directed a few
plays viz. Accidental Death of Anarchist, Trishanku, Mann Laga
Kar, and Infinite Walk, and written some short stories like
Ghaas, Kal and Guinea Pig. He has also directed two short
films Five Rupees and Gumshuda, and assisted in two feature
films Chausar Firangi and Meri Nimmo. Saras has worked under
renowned directors like Anuradha Kapur, Neelam Mansingh, M.K.
Raina, Ranjit Kapoor, Deepan Sivaraman Etc.

The Playwrights
The text of the play has been prepared by Deeksha, Salim,
Sneha, Suman, Saras, Yashaswini. All are students National
School of Drama’s batch of 2019.

The Group
This play is a part of National School of Drama’s graduate
showcase of class 2019. It aims to provide a platform to
encourage emerging theatre practitioners to share their work
with a wider audience.

Cast & Credits
Aamti                      Ashwini Joshi
Aabid                      Jitu Rabha
Woman 1                Sejuti Bagchi



Ghisu                     Salim Mulla
Manager                 Sayan Sarkar
Daughter                Snehlata Tagde
Activist                   Suman Purty/ Yashaswini R

Costume                Sejuti Bagchi
Lyrics                     Salim Mulla
Song Composition  Sayan Sarkar
Sound                     M Sunil Singh
Video Operation      Balasubramanian G
Set Execution /
Lights Design & Operation  Sarthak Narula
Special Thanks to              Asgar Chacha, Rizwaan, Murjim,
Aas Mohammad, Taqmir

Guidance                            Anuradha Kapur, Abhilash
Pillai, Neelam Mansingh, Shantanu Bose, Vishala R Mahale

Text                                 Deeksha, Salim, Sneha,
Suman, Saras, Yashaswini
Concept & Direction      Saras Kumar Namdeo
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